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Let + be an orthogonal measure with compact support of finite length in Cn. We
prove, under a very weak hypothesis of regularity on the support (Supp +) of +,
that this measure is characterized by its boundary values (in the weak sense of
currents) of the current [T] 7 ., where T is an analytic subset of dimension 1 of
Cn"Supp + and . is a holomorphic (1, 0)-form on T. This allows us to prove that
the polynomial hull X of a compactum X/Cn of finite length with a weak regularity
assumption is its union with an analytic subset of pure dimension 1 of Cn"X. We also
prove that the measure + can be decomposed into a sum of orthogonal measures
will small support. We deduce that a continuous function on X is approximable by
polynomials if and only if it is locally approximable.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We write Hk for the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Let X/Cn be a
compactum. The polynomial hull X of X in Cn is defined by:
X :=[z # Cn : |h(z)|sup
x # X
|h(x)| for all polynomial h].
We also write C(X) for the algebra of continuous functions on X having
values in C and P(X) (resp. R(X)) for the sub-algebra of functions uniformly
approximable on X by polynomials (resp. by rational functions). In this case,
X is a compactum of finite linear length, and X "X is not always an analytic
subset of pure dimension 1 of Cn"X. This is proved by an explicit example of
Alexander [2]. In a special class, denoted A1 , X "X is an analytic subset of
Cn"X and, moreover in Cn this subset defines a current of bidimension (1, 1)
of finite mass whose boundary is a rectifiable current having its support in X
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and with multiplicity 0 or 1 in H1-almost all points of X [7]. A subset X of
an open set U/Cn en is said to be of class A1 if it is locally (H1, 1)-rectifiable
in U and if its tangent cone in H1-almost all its points is a real line. This
property is conserved for a generic linear projection of Cn in Ck and if X
is connected and of finite linear length then X is of class A1 [7].
We will give in this paper some properties on measures having their
support in X and being orthogonal to polynomials. We will show that such
a measure admits an analytic extension by a holomorphic (1, 0)-form on an
analytic and bounded subset T of pure dimension 1 of Cn"X and a decom-
position on X _ T in a sum of orthogonal measures of small support. Then
we will obtain another demonstration of the above result and an approximation
by polynomials of functions strongly holomorphic in X "X and continuous
in X under the hypothesis of ‘‘regularity’’ of X at the boundary. In general,
this is false and we will give explicit examples.
Theorem 1. Let Y/Cn be a polynomially convex compact set and X a
closed subset of Cn"Y, bounded in Cn and of class A1 in Cn"Y. Then
X _ Y@ "X _ Y is an analytic subset of Cn"X _ Y of pure dimension 1. This
analytic set defines in Cn"Y an integration current of bidimension (1, 1) of
locally finite mass whose boundary is a locally rectifiable current with the
support included in X and with multiplicities 0 or 1 in H1-almost every point
of X.
In the case where X _ Y@=X _ Y, we have P(X _ Y)=C(X _ Y) & P(Y).
This theorem generalizes the results of Wermer et al. [1, 7, 19] and it is
used by F. Sarkis in order to generalize the Lewy extension theorem for
CR-meromorphic functions in the sense of Harvey and Lawson [22].
Note. After my prepublication of [7], G. M. Lawrence remarked
that he also proved the above mentioned theorem independently. In his
unpublished manuscript, he also proves that an example such as that of
Alexander [2] does not exist in the boundary of a strictly convex domain
[20]. Lawrence proves in addition that on the boundary of such a domain
any compactum of finite linear length and minimal (in the compact sets
such that the polynomial hull contains a fixed point) is of class A1 .
The following theorem generalizes a result of Alexander [2]:
Theorem 2. Let Y/Cn be a polynomially convex compact set, Xi closed
subsets of class A1 of Cn"Y, bounded in Cn, and X/+i=1 Xi a closed subset
of Cn"Y. Then X _ Y@ "X _ Y is a local union of analytic subspaces of pure
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dimension 1 of Cn, i.e., for all z # X _ Y@ "X _ Y, there exist an open neighbor-
hood U of z and an analytic subset Z of pure dimension 1 of U such that
z # Z/X _ Y@ "X _ Y.
Definition. Let V be an analytic subset of pure dimension 1 of a
complex manifold U. The function (resp. the (1, 0)-form) f defined on V is
called
v strongly holomorphic if f is locally the restriction of a function (resp.
a (1, 0)-form) holomorphic in an open set of U.
v holomorphic (in the sense of Rosenlicht) if f is locally the restriction
of a function (resp. a (1, 0)-form) meromorphic in an open set of U and if
f 7 [V] defines a current  -closed in U.
Rosenlicht gave an equivalent algebraic definition. The definition given
here was introduced by Henkin [15].
Let S/Cn be a bounded Riemann surface (possibly reducible and with
singularities). We can note A(S ) (resp. A (S )) the set of functions with
complex values, continuous in S , and strongly holomorphic in S (resp. in
every analytic subset V/S of pure dimension 1 of an open subset of Cn).
Then P(S )/A (S )/A(S )/C(S ). Assume that bS is of class A1 in Cn.
A point x # bS is said to be regular if there exist a neighborhood Ux of x
and a polynomial P such that P |U x & S is a bijective map having its image
in a Jordan compactum of C. The set of regular points of bS is obviously
an open set of bS.
Theorem 3. Let S/Cn be a bounded Riemann surface ( possibly reducible
and with singularities) of boundary of class A1 and such that S is polynomially
convex. Then every function f # C(S ) is uniformly approximable by polynomials
on S if and only if it is locally approximable by polynomials. In particular, if S
is regular in every point of the boundary (in the sense of the above definition),
then A(S )=A (S )=P(S ).
This theorem generalizes a result of Bishop [4] and gives a partial result
in the direction of the classical problem of polynomial approximation.
2. ORTHOGONAL MEASURES TO POLYNOMIALS
Let + be a measure on Cn. It is orthogonal (to polynomials) if
C n h(z) d+(z)=0 for all polynomials h. The main result of this paragraph
is the following theorem, which gives us Theorem 1 as a corollary:
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Theorem 4. Let X and Y be as in Theorem 1 and let + be a measure on
Cn having its support in X _ Y, orthogonal to polynomials. Then there exists
a unique analytic subset T of Cn"X _ Y of pure dimension 1, bounded in Cn,
and a unique holomorphic (1, 0)-form . defined on T that does not vanish
identically on each irreducible component and such that d([T] 7 .)=d+ in
the weak sense of currents, i.e., for every :(z) of class C(Cn), holomorphic
in the neighborhood of X _ Y,
|
X _ Y
:(z) d+(z)=|
T
d(:(z) .(z)),
where T d(:.) :=limk   T"Uk d(:.) for a neighborhood basis [Uk]

k=1 of
X _ Y.
We remark here that T"Uk d(:.) does not depend on k for k large
enough.
This proposition generalizes and makes precise a result of Henkin [15],
done in the case where Y=<, X is smooth, and the orthogonal measure
is += f dzi where f # L1. The case where X is a real analytic curve and f an
analytic function has been done by Wermer for a meromorphic extension
of + [26].
We remark here that X _ Y is rationally convex. From Runge’s approxi-
mation theorem, in order to prove the equality in the theorem, it suffices
to prove that for every rational function F of Cn whose polar set does not
intersect X _ Y,
|
X _ Y
F(z) d+(z)=2?i :
T
Res(F.).
The residue of F. on T is the sum of Dirac measures with complex coef-
ficients. The notation T Res(F.) is the sum of these coefficients.
A compactum K/Cn is called a q-polynomial polyhedron if
K=[z # Cn : |Pi (z)|1; i=1, ..., k],
where Pi are polynomials of degree lower or equal to q.
Lemma 1. There exist compact set of j-polynomial polyhedra Yj satisfying
Y1 #Y2 # } } } #Yj # } } } and Y= Yj .
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Proof. This is a corollary of a lemma of Oka which says that for every
neighborhood U of Y, there exist polynomials Pj with j=1, 2, ..., N such
that
Y/ ,
N
j=1
[ |Pj (z)|1]/U. K
Let Xj :=X"Yj . We prove theorem 4 first for X :=X1 , Y :=Y1 , then for
X :=Xj and Y :=Yj by explicit constructions of analytic subsets Tj and
forms .j . For the general case, we prove that (.j , Tj) are equal in the inter-
section of their definition domains. Then we set T := Tj and . |Tj :=. j .
Lemma 2. The union Z of the analytic subsets of pure dimension 1 of
Cn"X _ Y, bounded in Cn, is an analytic subset of Cn"X _ Y.
Proof. Let z # Cn"X _ Y. There exists a polynomial P such that |P(z)|>
supY |P(x)|. We can choose P such that P(z)  P(X) and P(X) is of class
A1 and *P&1(‘) & X=1 for H1-almost all ‘ # P(X ). Let 0j be the con-
nected components of C"P(X _ Y), 00 non-bounded. There exists a finite
sequence of connected components [0jk]
m
k=1 such that j1=0, P(z) # 0jm
and 0jk , 0jk+1 are adjacent for all k=1, 2, ..., m&1. Over 00 , Z is empty
(i.e., Z&P&1(00)=<). From the uniqueness theorem [7, Theorem 1.7], if
Z is an N-sheeted cover over 0ik then Z will be a cover of at most N+1
sheets over 0ik+1 . So Z is an analytic subset in a neighborhood of z. So we
have proved the lemma. K
In Lemmas 36 we construct T1 and .1 in the case where n=2. Lemma
7 will give us T1 and .1 in the case n3. For all : # C, we note the
projection of C2 in C defined by 6:(z1 , z2)=z1&:z2 , 6 :=60 . For all
integers k and all ‘  6:(X1 _ Y1), the functions
gk, :(‘) :=
1
2?i |X1 _ Y1 z
k
2
d+(z)
6:(z)&‘
and
R:(‘, w) := :
+
k=0
w&k&1 } gk, :(‘).
We set gk :=gk, 0 and R :=R0 .
We set z2(‘) to be a function defined H1-almost everywhere on 6(X1)
such that X1 is defined H1-almost everywhere as the graph of z2(‘) over
6(X1) [6]. Let us note by 0i the connected components of C"6(X1 _ Y1),
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where the non-bounded component is denoted by 00 . Let 0 i and 0j be
two adjacent connected components of C"6(X1) and ‘0 a generic point of
b0i & b0j . The tangential cone of 6(X1) at ‘0 is a real line. For every =>0
small enough, we note that
C=(‘0) :=[‘ # C : |v&‘0&c(‘&‘0)|>= for any c # R],
where v is a vector of Tan(6(X1), ‘0) with |v|=1. For ‘+ # 0j , we denote
by ‘& the symmetrical point of ‘+ compared to the line Tan(6(X1), ‘0).
For a fixed = small enough, if ‘+ # C=(‘0) & 0j near ‘0 , then ‘& #
C=(‘0) & 0i .
Lemma 3. For H1-almost every ‘0 # b0i & b0j , there exists a constant
N>0 independent of k such that:
(i) | gk(‘\)|=O(log |‘+&‘0 | ) when ‘+  ‘0 and ‘+ # C=(‘0) & 0j .
(ii) There exists a neighborhood U of ‘0 such that | gk(‘\)&
z2(‘0)k g0(‘\)| is bounded by Nk for ‘+ # U & C=(‘0) & 0j and
lim
‘+ # C= (‘0) & 0j
‘+  ‘
(gk(‘\)&z2(‘0)k g0(‘\))
exists and is independent of =.
(iii) lim sup
‘+ # C= (‘0) & 0j
‘+  ‘0
| gk(‘+)& gk(‘&)|Nk.
(iv) [gk(‘+)& gk(‘&)]&z2(‘0)k [ g0(‘+)& g0(‘&)]=O( |‘+&‘0 |13)
when ‘+  ‘0 and ‘+ # C=(‘0) & 0j .
Proof. Let K/Rn and let # be a measure. The 1-dimensional upper
density of K at x for the measure # is defined by
3*(# n K, x) :=lim sup
r  0
|#| (K & B(x, r)) r&1,
where B(x, r) is the ball centered at x and of radius r.
Let ‘0 be a point such that B(‘0 , 2r) & 6(Y1)=<. For H1-almost all
‘0 # 6(X) we have A :=3*( |6*(+) | n6(X1), ‘0)<+ [10]. Let r>0 be
small enough such that |+| (6(X1) & B(‘0 , s))<(A+1) s for all 0<s2r
and 6(X1 _ Y1) & B(‘0 , r) & C=2(‘0)=<. Let t be the distance between ‘+
and Tan(6(X1), ‘0), $ (resp. s) the distance between ‘0 and the projection
of ‘+ (resp. ‘) on Tan(6(X1), ‘0). As ‘+ # C=(‘0) we have t=$2. We
remark also that for = small enough |‘&‘+|t4 and |‘&‘&|t4 for all
‘ # 6(X1) & B(‘0 , r).
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Let
A(‘0 , s1 , s2) :=[z # C for which the distance $z
between ‘0 and the projection of z on
Tan(6(X1), ‘0) verifies s1$zs2].
For = small enough we have A(‘0 , s1 , s2)"C=(‘0)/B(‘0 , 2s2). Let M>0
be a constant large enough so that |z2 |M for all z # X1 _ Y1 .
(i) By definition,
gk(‘\)=
1
2?i |6(X1 _ Y1) z
k
2
d6
*
(+)(‘)
‘&‘\
where
| gk(‘\)|
1
2? |6(X1 _ Y1) |z
k
2 |
|d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘\|
.
We will get (i) using the following three estimates:
1
2? |6(X1 _ Y1) & B(‘0 , 3$) |z
k
2 |
|d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘\|

1
2?
Mk
1
t4
|d6
*
(+)| (6(X1) & B(‘0 , 3$))

2
?
Mk
1
t
(A+1) 3$

6
?
Mk
1
t
(A+1)
2t
=
=
12(A+1) Mk
=?
. (1)
For ‘ # 6(X1 _ Y1) & A(‘0 , 2$, t) we have |‘&‘\|t4 where
|‘&‘\| - (t2+s2)32,
and for ‘ # 6(X1 _ Y1) & A(‘0 , t, r) & A(‘0 , 2$, r) we also have
|‘&‘\|s2 - (t2+s2)32,
because the lengths of the projections on Tan(6(X1), ‘0) of the segments
[‘, ‘+] and [‘, ‘&] are greater than s2.
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We have the following estimates:
1
2? |6(X1 _ Y1) & A(‘0 , 2$, r) |z
k
2 |
|d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘\|

Mk
2? |6(X1 _ Y1) & A(‘0 , 2$, r)
|d6
*
(+)| (‘)
- (s2+t2)32

4Mk
?
:
+
k=0
|
6(X1 _ Y1) & A(‘0 , 2
&k&1r, 2&kr)
|d6
*
(+)| (‘)
- s2+t2

4Mk
?
:
+
k=0
1
- t2+(2&k&1r)2
|d6
*
(+)| (6(X1 _ Y1) & A(‘0 , 2&k&1r, 2&kr))

4Mk
?
:
+
k=0
1
- t2+(2&k&1r)2
|d6
*
(+)| (6(X1 _ Y1) & B(‘0 , 2&k+1r))

4Mk
?
:
+
k=0
1
- t2+(2&k&1r)2
(A+1) 2&k+1r

32Mk(A+1)
?
:
+
k=0
1
- t2+(2&k&1r)2
2&k&2r

32Mk(A+1)
? |
r
0
ds
- t2+s2

32Mk(A+1)
? |
tr
0
ds
- 1+s2
=O(log t)=O(log |‘+&‘0 | ). (2)
For ‘  B(‘0 , r), ‘+ close to ‘0 , we have |‘&‘\|r2, so
1
2? |6(X1 _ Y1)"B(‘0 , r) |z
k
2 |
|d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘\|

M k
?r |6(X1 _ Y1)"B(‘0 , r) |d6*(+)(‘)|

2
?r
|+| (X1 _ Y1). (3)
The inequalities (1), (2), (3) give us (i).
(ii) We first show that for = small enough, | gk(‘\)&zk2(‘0) g0(‘
\)| is
bounded when ‘+ is close to ‘0 .
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By definition:
gk(‘\)&zk2(‘0) g0(‘
\)&
1
2?i |6(X1)
zk2(‘)&z
k
2(‘0)
‘&‘\
d6
*
(+)(‘)
=
1
2?i |6(X1)
zk2(‘)&z
k
2(‘0)
‘&‘0
‘&‘0
‘&‘\
d6
*
(+)(‘).
We note that (zk2(‘)&z
k
2(‘0))(‘&‘0) defines a continuous function on
6(X1) and (‘&‘0)(‘&‘\) is bounded by 2= when ‘+ is close to ‘0 . So
the previous integral is bounded when ‘+ is close to ‘0 . And we have
lim
‘+ # C= (‘0) & 0j
‘+  ‘0
(gk(‘\)&z2(‘0)k g0(‘\))
=
1
2?i |6(X1)
zk2(‘)&z
k
2(‘0)
‘&‘0
d6
*
(+)(‘).
The absolute value of the right part is obviously bounded by Nk for N>0
large enough.
(iii) By definition
| gk(‘+)& gk(‘&)| & } 12?i |6(X1) z
k
2
2t d6
*
(+)(‘)
(‘&‘+)(‘&‘&) }

1
2? |6(X1) |z
k
2 |
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

Mk
2? |6(X1)
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|
.
We will get (iii) from the following estimates:
Mk
2? |6(X1) & B(‘0 , 3$)
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

Mk
2?
2t
(t4)2 |6(X1) & B(‘0 , 3$) |d6*(+)| (‘)

Mk
2?
2t
(t4)2
|d6
*
(+)| (6(X1) & B(‘0 , 3$))

16Mk
?t
(A+1) 3$

48Mk
?t
(A+1)
2t
=
=
96(A+1) Mk
=?
. (4)
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For ‘ # 6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2$, t) we have |‘&‘+|t4 and |‘&‘&|t4, so
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|t216(t2+s2)32,
and for ‘ # 6(X1) & A(‘0 , t, r) & A(‘0 , 2$, r) we also have
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|s24(t2+s2)32,
because the lengths of the projections on Tan(6(X1), ‘0) of the segments
[‘, ‘+] and [‘, ‘&] are greater than s2. So,
Mk
2? |6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2$, r)
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

Mk
2?
:
+
k=0
|
6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2
&k&1r, 2&k r)
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

Mk
2?
:
+
k=0
|
6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2
&k&1r, 2&k r)
64t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
t2+s2

Mk
2?
:
+
k=0
64t
t2+(2&k&1r)2
|d6
*
(+)| (6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2&k&1r, 2&kr))

Mk
2?
:
+
k=0
64t
t2+(2&k&1r)2
|d6
*
(+)| (6(X1) & B(‘0 , 2&k+1r))

Mk
2?
:
+
k=0
64t
t2+(2&k&1r)2
(A+1) 2&k+1r

256(A+1) Mk
?
:
+
k=0
1
1+(2&k&1rt)2
2&k&2rt

256(A+1) Mk
? |
+
0
ds
1+s2
=128(A+1) Mk. (5)
For ‘  B(‘0 , r), ‘+ close to ‘0 , we have |‘&‘+|r2 and |‘&‘&|r2, so
Mk
2? |6(X1)"B(‘0 , r)
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

4Mkt
?r2 |6(X1)"B(‘0 , r) |d6*(+)(‘)|

4M kt
?r2
|+| (X1). (6)
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From the above 3 estimates we see that lim sup | gk(‘+)& gk(‘&)| exists
and is bounded by Nk for N>0 large enough.
(iv) In order to prove (iv) we will use estimates similar to those
above.
First let us note that r :=t13. There exists a constant C>0 large enough
that |z2(‘)&z2(‘0)|C |‘&‘0 |.
By definition, for ‘+ close to ‘0 , we have
[ gk(‘+)& gk(‘&)]&z2(‘0)k [ g0(‘+)& g0(‘&)]
=
1
2?i |6(X1) [z
k
2(‘)&z
k
2(‘0)]
(‘+&‘&) d6
*
(+)(‘)
(‘&‘+)(‘&‘&)
+O(t).
So
|[ gk(‘+)& gk(‘&)]&z2(‘0)k [ g0(‘+)& g0(‘&)]|

1
2? |6(X1) |z
k
2(‘)&z
k
2(‘0)|
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|
+O(t).
We will have (iv) from the following estimates:
1
2? |6(X1) & B(‘0 , 3$) |z
k
2(‘)&z
k
2(‘0)|
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

1
2?
(k+1) Mk&1C3 $2t
(t4)2 |6(X1) & B(‘0 , 3$) |d6*(+)| (‘)

48(k+1) M k&1C$
?t
|6
*
(+)| (6(X1) & B(‘0 , 3$))

48(k+1) M k&1C$
?t
(A+1) 3$

144(k+1) Mk&1C(A+1)
?t
$2

144(k+1) Mk&1C(A+1)
?t
4t2
=2
=
576(k+1) Mk&1C(A+1) t
=2?
=O( |‘+&‘0 | ). (7)
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For ‘ # 6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2$, t) we have |‘&‘+|t4 and |‘&‘&|t4, so
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|t216(t2+s2)32,
and for ‘ # 6(X1) & A(‘0 , t, r) & A(‘0 , 2$, r) we also have
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|s24(t2+s2)32,
because the lengths of the projections on Tan(6(X1), ‘0) of the segments
[‘, ‘+] and [‘, ‘&] are greater than s2. So
1
2? |6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2$, r) |z
k
2(‘)&z
k
2(‘0)|
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

(k+1) Mk&1Cr
2? |6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2$, r)
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

(k+1) Mk&1Cr
2?
:
+
k=0
|
6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2
&k&1 r, 2&k r)
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

(k+1) Mk&1Cr
2?
:
+
k=0
|
6(X1) & A(‘0, 2
&k&1r, 2&k r)
64t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
t2+s2

(k+1) Mk&1Cr
2?
:
+
k=0
64t
t2+(2&k&1r)2
_|6
*
(+)| (6(X1) & A(‘0 , 2&k&1r, 2&kr))

(k+1) Mk&1Cr
2?
:
+
k=0
64t
t2+(2&k&1r)2
|6
*
(+)| (6(X1) & B(‘0 , 2&k+1r))

(k+1) Mk&1Cr
2?
:
+
k=0
64t
t2+(2&k&1r)2
(A+1) 2&k+1r

256(A+1)(k+1) Mk&1Cr
?
:
+
k=0
1
1+(2&k&1rt)2
2&k&2rt

256(A+1)(k+1) Mk&1Cr
2? |
+
0
ds
1+s2
=128(A+1)(k+1) Mk&1Cr
=128(A+1)(k+1) Mk&1Ct13. (8)
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For ‘  B(‘0 , r), ‘+ close to ‘0 , we have |‘&‘+|r2 and |‘&‘|r2, so
1
2? |6(X1)"B(‘0 , r) |z
k
2(‘)&z
k
2(‘0)|
2t |d6
*
(+)| (‘)
|‘&‘+| |‘&‘&|

4Mkt
?r2 |6(X1)"B(‘0 , r) |d6*(+)(‘)|

4Mkt
?r2
|+| (X1)
=
4Mk
?
|+| (X1) t13. (9)
The inequalities (7), (8), (9) give us (iv). K
Lemma 4. The series R(‘, w) defines a rational function of w over each
connected component 0i .
Proof. As the measure + is orthogonal to polynomials, over 00 we have
gk(‘)=0, so R(‘, w) defines an identically null function over 00 . To prove
the lemma it suffices to make the following recurrence:
If the lemma is true over a component 0i , then it will be true over
every component adjacent to 0i .
Let us consider that, over 0i , the series R(‘, w) is a fraction Pi, ‘ (w)Qi, ‘(w),
where Pi, ‘ and Qi, ‘ are polynomials of w; deg Q i, ‘=q. Let us show that,
over 0j , the series R(‘, w) is a fraction Pj, ‘ (w)Q j, ‘ (w), where Pj, ‘ and Q j, ‘
are polynomials of w; deg Qj, ‘q+1. For this let the Hadamard’s lemma
apply. For all k, l0 (all (k1 , k2 , ..., ks) define the non-negative integers)
we define
A\k, l :=((gk(‘
\) gk+1(‘\) } } } gk+l (‘\))
Bk, l :=A+k, l&A
&
k, l
A\k1 , k2 , ..., ks , l :=\
A\k1 , l
A\k2 , l
b
A\ks , l
+ .
For all I/(1, 2, ..., s) we call CI, k1 , k2 , ..., ks , l the matrix obtained by replac-
ing every i th line A\k1 , k2 , ..., ks , l by Bki , l for all i # I. The Hadamard lemma
says that the recurrence hypothesis is equivalent to det A&k1 , k2 , ..., kq+1, q=0
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for all non-negative multi-indices (k1 , k2 , ..., kq+1). We have to show that
det A+k1 , k2 , ..., kq+2 , q+1=0 for all non-negative multi-indices K :=(k1 ,
k2 , ..., kq+2). We have
det A+K, q+1= :
I/K
det CI, K, q+1 .
If *I<2 (*I is the number of elements of I ), det CI, K, q+1=0 because it
contains (q+1) lines whose (q+1)_(q+1)-minors are null from the
recurrence hypothesis. Let us show now that
lim
‘+ # C= (‘0) & 0j
‘+  ‘0
det CI, K, q+1=0 if *I2.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that (1, 2)/I and k1k2 . Let
C be the matrix given by suppressing the first two lines of CI, K, q+1 . We
have
Bk1 , q+1 Bk1 , q+1&z
k1&k2
2
(‘0) Bk2 , q+1
det CI, K, q+1=det \Bk2 , q+1+=det \ Bk2 , q+1 + .C C
From Lemma 1, the first line of the last matrix tends to zero with the
growth O( |‘+&‘0 | 13); the other elements have O(log |‘+&‘0 | ) growth
when ‘+  ‘0 along non-tangential arcs. So lim det CI, K, q+1=0 when
‘+  ‘0 along non-tangential arcs, and limdet A+K, q+1=0 when ‘
+  ‘0
along non-tangential arcs. From the uniqueness theorem [7, Theorem 1.7]
we have det A+K, q+1=0 over 0j . K
For H2-almost all : # C the series R:(‘, w) defines a rational function
of w; by continuity it is also true for all : # C. We can define in C2"
6 &1: (6:(X1 _ Y1)) an analytic subset T1, : of pure dimension 1 and a
holomorphic (1, 0)-form .1, : defined on T1, : in the following way:
.1, : 7 [T1, :] :=&Res R:(z1&:z2 , z2) dz1 7 dz2 .
Lemma 5. The couple (.1, : , T1, :) and the couple (.1, ; , T1, ;) are equal
in the intersection of their definition domains. So there exists a holomorphic
extension of (.1, : , T1, :) denoted (.1 , T1) in Cn"X1 _ Y1 .
Proof. Let S/C2 "X1 _ Y1 be a Riemann surface (possibly with singu-
larities) and f a meromorphic (1, 0)-form non-vanishing on each irreducible
component of S. We say that in an open set U/6 &1: (C"6:(X1 _ Y1)),
(.1, : , T1, :) contains ( f, S) if S & U/T1, : and .1, : |S & U= f |S & U ; we noted
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that ( f, S) & U/(.1, : , T1, :). Let us first show that if S is, in addition,
irreducible in 6 &1: (C"6:(X1 _ Y1)) and ( f, S) & U/(.1, : , T1, :) for an
open set U & S{<, then ( f, S) & 6 &1: (C"6:(X1 _ Y1))/(.1, : , T1, :). Let
us suppose that :=0 and that it suffices to consider the case where S is
defined as the graph of a function z2=h(z1) over 6(S), dist(S, X)>0, and
U=6&1(0i). We have to show that ( f, S) & 6&1(0j)/(.1, : , T1, :), where
0j is a connected component of C"6(X1 _ Y1), adjacent to 0i . From
Lemma 1(ii) the set of poles R(‘\, w)& g0(‘\)(z&z2(‘0)) is bounded by
N for ‘+ # C=(‘0) & 0 j and the limit of this series when ‘+  ‘0 is an
independent series of = which defines a rational function of w. There exists
a compact K/b0i & b0j , H1(K)>0 and Jordan open sets 0$i /0i and
0$j /0j such that b0$i & b0$j #K and the set of poles of R(‘\, w)& g0(‘0)
(z2&z2(‘0)) (so also of R(‘\, w)) is bounded for ‘\ # 0$i _ 0$j (see [7,
Proof of Lemma 1.6]). From the uniqueness theorem [7, Theorem 1.7],
there exists a compact set K$/K with H1(K$)>0 such that the set of
limit values of the poles of R(‘\, w), which is different from (‘\, h(‘\))
along non-tangential arcs, is disjoint from S. From the residue calculus on
(‘\, h(‘\)) we have
lim
‘+  ‘0
Resh(‘&) {R(‘&, w) dw& g0(‘
&)
w&z2(‘0)
dw==(d‘+ f )(‘0) $h(‘0)
for ‘0 # K$, where d‘+ ( . ) 7 d‘=( . ). From Lemma 1(iv) we also have
lim
‘+  ‘0
Resh(‘+) {R(‘+, w) dw& g0(‘
+)
w&z2(‘0)
dw==(d‘+ f )(‘0) $h(‘0) .
This shows, from the uniqueness theorem, that S & 6 &1(0$j)/T1, 0 and
.1, 0 |S & 6&1(0$j)= f |S & 6&1(0$j) . By analytic extension we have .1, 0 |S & 6&1(0j)
= f |S & 6&1(0j) .
Now, in order to show the lemma, we assume that ;=0. Let z0 #
6&1(C"6(X1 _ Y1)) & 6 &1: (C"6:(X1 _ Y1)) and D be a small enough
neighborhood of z0. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that (.1, 0 , T1, 0)
& D=(.1, . , T1, :) & D. As Y1 is 1-convex and D is small enough, there
exists a connected open set H/C such that 0, : # H and 6#(D) & 6#(Y1)=<
for all # # H. We will show that (.1, # , T1, #) & D does not depend on # # H.
Let
H :=[# # H : (.1, # , T1, #) & D=(.1, 0 , T1, 0) & D].
We still have to show that H =H. Let a # bH and Da//C2"6&1a (6a(X1_Y1))
be an open set that intersecs every irreducible component of T1, 0 & D. We
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prove that in a small neighborhood of a, (.1, # , T1, #) & Da is independent
of #. We have
R#(z1&#z2 , z2)
#
= :
+
k=0
z&k&12 _gk, #(‘)# &z2
gk, #(‘)
‘ & } ‘=z1&#z2
=\g0, #(‘)‘ + :
+
k=0
zk2 _gk+1, #(‘)# &
gk, #(‘)
‘ &+ } ‘=z1&#z2
=
g0, #(‘)
‘ } ‘=z1&#z2
=|
x # X1 _ Y1
d+(x)
(x1&#x2&‘)2 } ‘=z1&#z2
=: A(#, z1 , z2).
In a simply connected and small enough neighborhood of a let
R #(z1 , z2) :=R#(z1&#z2 , z2)&|
#
a
A(#, z1 , z2) d#.
The function R # is independent of # and we have
Res R #(z1 , z2) dz1 7 dz2=Res R#(z1&:z2 , z2) dz1 7 dz2 .
This proves that in a neighborhood of a, (.1, # , T1, #) & Da is independent
of #. So a # H1 through contradiction. K
Lemma 6. The poles of the function R:(‘, w) are simple in 6 &1: (C"
6:(X1 _ Y1)). So
|
X1 _ Y1
P(z)
Q(z)
d+(z)=2?i :
T1
Res
P(z) .1(z)
Q(z)
for all polynomials P, Q with deg Q=1 and the zeroes of Q not intersecting
X1 _ Y1 .
Proof. In order to simplify, we assume that :=0 and make a recurrence
on the connected components of C"6(X1 _ Y1). Suppose that the lemma is
true in 6&1(0i); then we must prove it in all 0j adjacent to 0i . Over a small
neighborhood U of a generic point in ‘0 of b0i & b0j , the poles of R over
U & 0j are the analytic extension of the set of poles of R over 0i unless the
set may be for a sheet V with bV & 6 &1(U)/X. We still have to show that
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V is a simple pole of R. This is a corollary of Lemma 1(ii) and of the
uniquess theorem which gives us that
lim
‘+  ‘0
R(‘+, w)&
g0(‘+)
w&z2(‘0)
&R(‘&, w)+
g0(‘&)
w&z2(‘0)
=0.
Over a connected component 0i of C"6(X1 _ Y1), where T1 is a p-sheeted
cover, we note that z (s)2 (‘) for s=1, 2, ..., p the second coordinates of the
intersection points of T1 with 6&1(‘) and . (s)1 (‘) :=dz1+.1 | (‘, z2(s) (‘)) ,
where dz1+ ( . ) 7 dz1=( . ). We have
1
2?i |X1 _ Y1
zk2
z1&‘
d+(z)= :
p
s=1
[z (s)2 (‘)]
k . (s)1 (‘)
=:
T1
Res
zk2 .1(z)
z1&‘
.
The measure + is orthogonal to polynomials, so, for every polynomial P,
|
X1 _ Y1
P(z)
z1&‘
d+(z)=|
X1 _ Y1
P(‘, z2)
z1&‘
d+(z)=2?i :
T1
Res
P(z) .1(z)
z1&‘
.
The same equalities for 6: let us conclude that
|
X1 _ Y1
P(z)
Q(z)
d+(z)=2?i :
T1
Res
P(z) .1(z)
Q(z)
for every polynomial P, Q such that deg Q=1 and such that the zeroes of
Q do not meet X1 _ Y1 . K
Lemma 7. In Cn, n>2, there exists a couple (.1 , T1) where T1 is an
analytic subset of pure dimension 1 of Cn"X1 _ Y1 and .1 is a holomorphic
(1, 0)-form on T1 such that for a generic linear map 8: Cn  C2 we have
(8
*
(.1), 8*(T1))=(.8 , T8),
where (.8 , T8) is the couple formed by the holomorphic (1, 0)-form and by
the analytic subset constructed in the previous lemmas for Y1 :=8(Y1),
X1 :=8(X1)"8(Y1), and the measure + :=8*(+) of C
2.
Proof. We note the generic projection L: : Cn  C, L:(z) :=z1+
nj=2 :j zj for all :. It suffices to prove that for a generic ::
1. There exists a couple (T :, .:) formed of an analytic subset T : of
Cn"X1 _ Y1 of pure dimension 1 and of a meromorphic (1, 0)-form .:
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on T :, verifying 6
*
((.:, T :)) & (C2"6(X1 _ Y1)) = (.6 , T6) & (C2"
6(X1 _ Y1)) for every linear map 6 : Cn  C2 with 61=L:.
2. For a generic :, #, (.:, T :) coincides with (.#, T #).
In order to simplify the notations, we suppose that :=0. We consider
the linear projections 6 & : Cn  C2, where 6 &1=z1 and 6
&
2=
n
j=2 & jz j .
Let us assume that the connected components 0i of C"6(X1 _ Y1)
are numbered, such as for j1 there exists 0i< j such that 0j is
adjacent to 0i . Let us show by recurrence that there exist analytic subsets
T ( j)/Cn"X1 _ Y1 and .( j) a meromorphic (1, 0)-form on T ( j) such that
6&(.( j), T ( j))/(.6 & , T6 &) & 6 &1(0s) for all & and all s< j. Let us suppose
that this is true for j and let us show that it is true for j+1. Let 0i be
adjacent to 0j with i< j. Every sheet of T6& over 0j & U is an analytic
extension of a sheet of T6& over 0i & U, unless it may be one which the
boundary over b0i & b0j is included in 6 &(X1) (see the notations in
the proof of Lemma 6). We call z(1)(‘), z(2)(‘), ..., z(m)(‘) the points of
T ( j ) & 6 &1(‘) taken only on the sheets previously mentioned and we call
.(s)(‘) :=dz1+.( j) | (‘, z (s) (‘)) :
g (&)k (‘) :=
1
2?i |X1 _ Y1 [6
(&)
2 (z)]
k d+(z)
z1&‘
g~ (&)k (‘) := g
(&)
k (‘)& :
m
s=1
.(s)(‘)[6 (&)2 (‘)]
k.
If g~ (&)0 =0, (.
( j), T ( j)) & 6 &1(0j) is an analytic extension of (.( j), T ( j)) &
6&1(0i). Elsewhere, the only sheet T*6 & that is different from the m sheets
previously mentioned is defined by the equation 6 (&)2 (z)&(g~
(&)
1 (z1)
g~ (&)0 (z1))=0 and on this sheet .?&= g~
(&)
0 dz1 . As g~
(&)
0 is independent of &,
and g~ (&)1 linearly depends of &, we can define (.*, T*) in the open set
6&1(0j & U) of Cn such that 6 &*(.*, T*)=(.*6 & , T*6 & ) for all &. We know
that for all &, (.*6 & , T*6 &) extends analytically as a couple formed by an
analytic subset of C2"6 &(X1 _ Y1) and a meromorphic (1, 0)-form over
this set. So (.*, T*) extends as a couple of an analytic subset in
Cn"X1 _ Y1 and a meromorphic (1, 0)-form over this subset. To complete
the proof, we consider the linear map 6 : Cn  C2 with 61=L: and
62=L#. We have
6
*
(.:, T :)=6
*
(.#, T #)
because they are equal to the couple (.6 , T6).
As T : and T # are analytic subsets of Cn"X1 _ Y1 , we conclude from the
uniqueness theorem that T : and T # are equal. So (.:, T :) and (.#, T #)
coincide also. K
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Lemma 8. There exists an analytic subset Ti of pure dimension 1 of
Cn"Xi _ Yi , bounded in Cn, and a holomorphic (1, 0)-form .i defined on Ti
satisfying
|
Xi _ Yi
P(z)
Q(z)
d+(z)=2?i :
Ti
Res
P(z)
Q(z)
.i (z)
for every polynomial P, Q such that deg Qi and such that the zeroes Q are
not intersecting Xi _ Yi . Moreover, the couples (.i , Ti) and (.j , Tj) coincide
in the intersection of their definition domains.
Proof. We consider a space CNi given with its n first coordinates
denoted by x1 , x2 , ..., xn . The (Ni&n) other coordinates are noted xk for
all multi-indices of non-negative integers k=(k1 , k2 , ..., kn) with 2k1+k2
+ } } } +kni.
Let Vi /CNi, the embedding of Cn in CNi defined by the equations
[xk=xk11 x
k2
2
} } } xknn ], and denote 9i : C
Ni  Cn with 9(x) :=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn).
Let Y$i :=[x # Vi : (x1 , ..., xn) # Yi], X$i :=[x # V i : (x1 , ..., xn) # Xi], and
+$i :=(9 |Vi)* (+). Let L(x) be a polynomial of degree 1, then [L(x)=0] &
Y$i=< if and only if [L(z1 , z2 , ..., zn , zk11 z
k2
2
} } } zknn )=0] & Yi=<. As Y i
is an i-polynomial polyhedra, we can define the 1-polynomial polyhedra
Y"i/CNi by
CNi "Y"i=. [L(x)=0] with L verifying
[L(z1 , z2 , ..., zn , zk)=0] & Yi=<.
Then, Y"i & Vi=Y$i . Applying the previous results we find an analytic sub-
set T $i of pure dimension 1 of CNi "Y"i & X$i and a holomorphic (1, 0)-form
.$i on T $i verifying
|
X$i _ Y"i
P(x)
L(x)
d+$i (x)=2?i :
T $i
Res
P(x)
L(x)
.$i (x).
from the uniqueness theorem T $i /Vi . So we can define Ti :=9i (T $i) and
.i :=(9i)*(.$i), verifying our lemma. Moreover, for every ji, C
Nj is a
complex linear subspace of CNi and Vj is the projection of V i in CNj . So
(.i , Ti) is an extension of (.j , Tj) in Cn"Xi _ Yi from Lemma 7. K
Proof of Theorem 4. From the previous lemma, let T := Ti and
. |Ti=.i . We still have to verify the equality in the theorem. For all poly-
nomials P, Q such that the zeroes of Q do not intersect X _ Y, there exists
ideg Q such that the zeroes of Q do not intersect Yi . The equality of the
previous lemma gives us the equality we had to prove. K
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Let 6 : Cn  C be a generic projection and 0i the connected components
of Cn"6(X _ Y). We note K as the union of the X & 6 &1(b0i & b0j) where
0i , 0j are adjacent, and the numbers ni , nj of the sheets of T over 0i and
0j verify ni&nj=\1. In particular, if Y=< and X is a real irreducible
curve of class C2, we have K=X.
Proposition 1. There exist K$/X, H1(K"K$)=0, and a function f
defined on K$ such that d++K$= f d6(z) and we have for all z0 # K$
lim d6(z)+.= f (z0) when z  z0 along non-tangential arcs,
where d6(z)+ ( . ) 7 d6(z)=( . ).
Proof. In order to simplify, we only consider the projection 6(z)=z1 .
Let Ki, j :=K & 6&1(b0i & b0j). From Lemma 3, there exists K i, j /Ki, j
verifying H1(K i, j"K i, j)=0, and lim sup dz1+.(z) exists when z stretches
to K i, j along non-tangential arcs. For =>0 fixed, there exists Jordan
domains 0$i /0i and 0$j /0j , verifying the following:
1. b0$i & 6(X)=b0$j & 6(X)/6(K i, j) and 3*(6*( |+| )n6(X), a)
<+ for all a # b0$i & 6(X) (see [7, Lemma 1.6]).
2. H1(6(Ki, j)"b0$i & b0$j)<=.
3. dz1+. of is bounded in T & 6&1(0$i _ 0$j).
4. Over 0 $i and 0 $j , T is a cover having ni and nj disjoint sheets with
|ni&nj |=1.
Then the restriction _ of . on b(T & 6&1(0$1 _ 0$j)) is an absolutely
continuous measure compared to the Lebesgue measure. From Theorem 4,
the measure # :=6
*
(+)&6
*
(_) is orthogonal to polynomials and to
rational functions having their poles in 0$i _ 0$j . From the theorem of
Mergelyan [11, p. 51], it is orthogonal to continuous functions on
W :=C"00 _ 0$i _ 0$j , and holomorphic inside W. We note Wk as the sub-
domains of W, bounded by b0$i and b0$j . Then, every Wk is of Jordan and
the intersection bWk with 6(X) contains only two points, noted [ak , bk].
We can assume that ak and bk are not in the boundary of the other Wk$ .
It is obvious that the measure # is orthogonal to all functions h # A(Wk)
with h(ak)=h(bk)=0. Thus, there exist constants ck , c$k such that the
measure #k :=#nW k+ck $ak+c$k $bk is orthogonal to A(Wk). As Wk is of
Jordan, every point in the boundary is peak. So ck=ck$=0. Finally, for
every continuous function g, having compact support and defined on
H= :=b0$i & b0$j "0 , where 0 is the non-bounded connected component of
C"0$i _ 0$j , we can construct a continuous extension g~ of g in A(W) (null
on 00). The measure # is orthogonal to the restriction of g~ on each W k ,
so #=0 on H= . So +=_ on K i, j & 6 &1(H=). This is valid for all i, j, =
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and, moreover, the measure _ is absolutely continuous compared to the
Lebesgue measure so there exist K$ and f verifying the proposition. K
Proposition 2. (Decomposition of Orthogonal Measures). Let [Uk]Nk=0
be a finite cover of X _ T _ Y with U0 #Y. There exist measures +k , orthogonal
to polynomials and verifying += +k , Supp +k //Uk , and for all k>0 the
support of +k is of class A1 .
In different cases, similar decompositions of orthogonal measures have
been proved and applied to the problem of polynomial approximation by
several mathematicians such as Bishop [4, 12, 14, 24]. In particular, if
Y=< and X is of class C 1 by parts, the previous proposition is in [12].
Proof. We will limit the proof to Y=<. In order to prove the proposi-
tion, it suffices to work with a cover [6&1(Vk)]Nk=1 where [Vk]
N
k=1 is a
finite cover of 6(X _ T) by open discs and 6(z) :=z1 is a linear projection
of Cn into C, because we can repeat the same process with another projec-
tion replacing X _ T for every (X _ T ) & 6&1(Vk).
We construct open sets Dl , l=1, ..., M verifying the following properties:
1. For all l there exist k such that Vk"k${k Vk$ /Dl /Vk .
2. Dl & Dl $=< for all l{l $.
3.  6&1(D l)#X _ T.
4. The boundary of each Dl is a Jordan curve, C2 by part, of finite
length and it intersects 6(X) transversally on a finite set A with 3*(6
*
( |+| )n
6(X), a)<+ for all a # A.
5. For all connected component 0i and all Dl , 1i, l :=6&1(#i, l) &
(X _ T ) is a disjoint union of ni copies of #i, l and the restriction of . on
1i, l is integrable, where #i, l :=bDl & 0i .
Hypothesis 5 can be verified because the function g0(‘) (previously
defined) is an integrable function.
We still have to prove that +l :=+ |6&1(D l )+. |6&1(bDl ) & (X _ T ) is a
measure orthogonal to polynomials.
We choose arcs #$i, l /0 i & D l of class C2 of finite length having the same
top of #i, l and which verify property 5 as well as the following:
5$. #i, l and #$i, l bound a Jordan’s domain 0$i, l such that 7i, l :=
6&1(0 $i, l) & (X _ T ) is a union of ni copies of 0$i, l and the restriction of .
on 7i, l defines a current whose boundary is the restriction of . on b 7i, l .
Let 7l :=i 7i, l , D$l :=D l"i 0 $i, l be a Jordan domain and _m, l :=
6
*
(zm+&zm. |b 7l). From Theorem 4 and 5$, _m, l is orthogonal to rational
functions of one variable having their poles in the 0$i, l . From the theorem
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of Mergelyan [11, p. 51], _m, l is orthogonal to the functions of A(6(X _ T)"
i 0$i, l), in particular to the function of A(D $l), which vanishes on bDl &
6(X)=[a1 , a2 , ..., as]. There exist constants ck such that the measure
_m, l& ck $ak is orthogonal to A(D $l). As the set [a1 , a2 , ..., as] is peak, all
the ck are null. So _m, l is orthogonal to A(D $l). From 5$, 6*(z
m+ | 6 &1(D l )+
zm. |6 &1(bD$l) & (X _ T))=_m, l |D $l+i 6*(z
m. |b 7i, l) is orthogonal to the poly-
nomials of z1 for all multi-indices m. K
The last proposition proves that in the case where Y=<, a function
f # C(X ) is uniformly approximable on X by polynomials if and only if it
is locally approximable on X by polynomials. In general, we have P(X ){
A(X ){A (X ) because of the following examples (the first example was
given to me by E. M. Dyn’kin and S. Kislyakov):
Example 1 (See [17, p. 83]). Let F(z)=(z&1)2k+1 exp[(z+1)(z&1)]
be a function of class Ck defined on D :=[z # C : |z|1]. Let X :=X1 _ X2
where X1 :=[(z1 , z2) # C2 : |z1 |=2, z2=0] and X2=[(z1 , z2) # C2 : |z1 |=1,
z2=F(z1)]. Then X =X 1 _ X 2 where X 1=[(z1 , z2) # C2 : |z1 |2, z2=0]
and X 2=[(z1 , z2) # C2 : |z1 |1, z2=F(z1)]. The function f # C(X ) with
f (z)=0 on [(z1 , z2) # C2 : |z1 |2, z2=0] and f (z)=(z1&1)m on [(z1 , z2)
# C2 : |z1 |1, z2=F(z1)] for all positive integers m, is not approximable
by polynomials. In this example, the local approximation is impossible
only at the point (1, 0) and so dim A(X )P(X )=+. We can verify that
the following measure defined on X is orthogonal to polynomials: + |X1 :=
exp[&(z1+1)(z1&1)] dz1 and + |X2 :=&exp[&(z1+1)(z1&1)] dz1 . For
this measure . |X 1=exp[&(z1+1)(z1&1)] dz1 and . |X 2=&exp[&(z1+1)
(z1&1)] dz1 . This form is not integrable on X but it defines a current of
bidimension (0, 1).
Example 2. Let f (z) be a function of class Ck defined on D , holo-
morphic in D, the inside of D . Let us suppose that the set of zeroes of f is
an infinite sequence of simple zeroes A :=[a1 , a2 , ...] with ai {0 for all i.
There exist functions fi such that f =(z&ai) fi with f (ai){0. Let X :=
[(z1 , z2) # C2 : z1= f (t), z2=tf (t); |t|=1]. Then X =[(z1 , z2) # C2 : z1=
f (t), z2=tf (z1); |t|1]. Let g # C(D ) with g(A)= g(0)=0. Then we can
define g~ # A(X ) with g~ (z)= g(t). A necessary condition for having g~ # A (X ) is
the following: for all 1i< j<m we have
1 ai g$(ai)
} 1 aj g$(aj) }=0.1 am g$(am)
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There exist a lot of functions g not verifying this condition. In this example
we have dim A(X )A (X )=+.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Z be the union of all the bounded analytic
subsets of pure dimension 1 of Cn"X _ Y. Then, from Lemma 2, Z is an
analytic subset of pure dimension 1 of Cn"X _ Y. Let us show that Z _ X _
Y=X _ Y@ . According to the maximum principle, Z/X _ Y@ . Let x #
X _ Y@ "Z _ X _ Y. From the theorem of BishopdeLeeuw [11, p. 59] there
exists a positive measure + on X _ Y such that for all polynomials P we
have X _ Y P(z) d+(z)=P(x). Let X$ :=X _ [x] and +$ :=+&$x . The
measure +$ is orthogonal to polynomials. From Theorem 4, there exists an
analytic subset T of Cn"X$ _ Y and a holomorphic (1, 0)-form . on T such
that X$ _ Y F(z) d+$(z)=2?i T Res F. for all rational functions whose
poles do not intersect X$ _ Y. Considering the functions F whose set of
poles contains a little neighborhood of x, we see that x is necessarily the
boundary of T. Then T holomorphically extends in x as an analytic subset
of Cn"X _ Y. This is a contradiction. So, Z _ X _ Y=X _ Y@ .
In the case X _ Y@=X _ Y, from Theorem 4, every measure + having
support in X _ Y and orthogonal to polynomials is also orthogonal to
rational functions whose poles do not intersect X _ Y. We still have to
prove that |+|(X)=0. Let x # X and Vx be a small enough neighborhood
of x and P a polynomial such that minVx |P(z)|>maxY |P(z)|. Then on C
the measure P
*
(+) is orthogonal to all rational functions whose poles are
not in P(X _ Y). Let g # C2(C) with Supp g/P(Vx). We have
|
C
g(‘) dP
*
(+)(‘)=&
1
2?i | |
g(z)
z
1
‘&z
dz 7 dz dP
*
(+)(‘)
=&
1
2?i |
g(z)
z |
1
‘&z
dz 7 dz dP
*
(+)(‘)
=0.
So P
*
(+)=0 in P(Vx) and +=0 in Vx .
In order to show that Z defines an integration current of bidimension
(1, 1) in Cn"Y whose boundary is a locally rectifiable current having its
support in X, we only have to consider the case where Y is 1-polynomial
convex. The method used here is similar to Lawrence’s [19]. Let 6 : Cn  C
be a linear and generic projection. Let Y$ be a neighborhood of a smooth
boundary of 6(Y) verifying *bY$ & 6(X )<+. Let 0i be the connected
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components of C"6(X) _ Y$ with 00 non-bounded. Then, over each 0i ,
Z is a ramified cover having ni sheets, n0=0. We have to prove that for
all 6, Y$ chosen, V := ni[0i] is an integration current of finite mass
in C. For all m # N let ni, m :=min[ni , m] and Vm := ni, m[0i]. Let N,
M>>0 such that |z|<M for all z # 6(X _ Y) and ni<N for all 0i such
that b0i & Y$ is of positive length. Then Vm defines an integration current
of finite mass in C and |ni, m&nj, m ||ni&nj |1 for all adjacent components
0i and 0j so that
M(Vm)=:
1
2i
n i, m |
0i
dz 7 dz
=:
1
2i
ni, m |
b0i
z dz

1
2
: |
b0i & b0j
|ni, m&n j, m | |zdz |+
N
2i |bY$ zdz

1
2 |6(X )"Y$ |z dz |+NH
2(Y$)
MH1(6(X )"Y$)+NH2(Y$).
So, M(V)=limm   M(Vm)<+.
We still have to prove the rectifiability of d[Z]. We will first show that
d[V] is of locally finite mass. For this, we consider a point a # X and Va
a small enough neighborhood of a and a map 6 such that 6(Va) & 6(Y)=<.
Let Za :=Z & Va and Z$a :=Z & 6&1(6(Va)). We have to show that in Va
the current d[Za] is of finite mass. It is sufficient to prove that for all 6
chosen we have M(d[Z$a]nd Re 6(z))<+ in 6&1(6(Va)). Using the
slicing theory [10], for H1-almost all x # R, the slice ([Z$a], Re 6, x) is
a finite union of oriented real curves of finite length and having their ends
in X. So (d[Z$a], Re 6, x) =d([Z$a], Re 6, x) is a finite sum of Dirac
measures having their support in [Re 6(z)=x] & X & 6&1(6(Va)) with
the multiplicity 0 or 1 in each point because each point is the top of a real
curve, or of two real curves having multiplicities of opposite signs. So
M(d[Z$a]nd Re 6(z))|
X & 6&1(6(Va))
dH1(z)
=H1(X & 6 &1(6(Va)))<+.
d[Z] is then of locally finite mass. From King’s support theorem [7, 18]
there exists a 1-field of vectors ‘ defined H1-almost everywhere on X,
locally integrable such that d[Z]=H1nX7‘. So |‘(x)|=0 or 1, H1-almost
every where on X. So d[Z] is locally rectifiable. K
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Proof of Theorem 2. (See [2, Proposition 2]). Let z # X _ Y@ "X _ Y.
From Zorn’s axiom, there exists a minimal compact K#Y of X _ Y such
that z # K . Let X$ :=K"Y. From Baire’s theorem, there exists Xk containing
an open set W of X$. Let Y" :=K"W@ and X" :=W"Y". Then z  Y" because
K is minimal. Applying Theorem 1 for X" and Y", we have the theorem. K
Proof of Theorem 3. This theorem is a direct corollary of Proposition 2
and, the theorem of Mergelyan [11, p. 51]. K
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